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“Within this region there is evidence through Aboriginal 
engravings, formations and paintings of boats meant to 
navigate open seas, astronomical constructions, an 
array of ancient Egyptian symbols and a multitude of art 
styles and techniques. So numerous and out-of-region 
are the styles found we have previously referred to this 
region being the Stone-age equivalent of Alexandria.

Such is the quantity, quality and diversity of extremely 
important sacred sites, there is no other option but to 
protect and treasure the sites and surrounding land.

The entire area, in particular the Kariong/Bambara 
region, is of international significance. More importantly, 
what is engraved into rock platforms, constructed and 
painted in cave-walls goes a long way towards justifying 
the belief held by Aboriginal Elders and custodians of 
lore, that they are not related to ancient Africans and 
always came from Australia, that they were the first 
intercontinental mariners, the first Homo sapiens and 
that "all other peoples of the world come from us."        

This is not a new interpretation of history but the most 
ancient and factual account that has ever existed. Find 
out some of the reasons why this land is so special and 
so important in fleshing out a much bigger picture of the 
history of not only Australia but the world."  
Steven Strong

This talk will both excite and motivate you to contact 
anyone who can help with the fight to save Bambara!  
So that our history is intact for our children’s children to 
see and explore for many years to come.

There will be a $5 admission to help cover costs for this 
very interesting and thought provoking talk.

Bookings are essential register at...

fusion@fusionarts.org.au 

or contact...Julez on 0403 805 037

Fusion Arts Central Coast presents...
FORGOTTEN ORIGINS OF THE CENTRAL COAST -REVISITED
by STEVEN STRONG- Author and Researcher
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